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Executive Summary
This report details the adaptive bocce launching device created by Team B.A.L.L. and the
process of designing, building and testing it. The final design was a wirelessly controlled
pneumatic catapult capable of propelling a bocce ball such that it would land fifteen feet away
and roll the length of the wheelchair accessible bocce courts located at the Colony Park
Community Center in Atascadero. A wide variety of users are supported because the system is
controlled by a single button which can be actuated by the user’s hand, forearm, head or anything
else they are able to move. The catapult allows the user to aim left and right, select between a
rolling shot and a lobbing shot, and select a throwing strength.
The project was constructed using funding from a National Science Foundation grant.
The funding and the project were orchestrated by Dr. Kevin Taylor, the chair of the Kinesiology
department at California Polytechnic State University. The device itself was for the North
County Adaptive Sports and Recreation Program. Ron Vasconcellos is on the board of directors
for this program and was our contact with the NCASARP. Sarah Harding advised the project.

Figure 1 Finished Product
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1. Abstract
The aim of this project was to design and manufacture a device that would allow
someone with a disability that prevents them from playing Bocce Ball in a conventional manner
to play the sport and compete on even terms with people of all levels of ability.
The launcher will be a catapult powered by a pneumatic cylinder and controlled by an
embedded electronic system. The user will be able to aim the device and adjust their intended
throwing strength and trajectory all using a single input on a wireless controller. There will also
be another wireless controller that will allow an assistant to ensure that play is conducted in a
safe manner.
This document details the final design for the Adaptive Bocce Ball Launcher, including
the Bill of Materials for the project and the drawings that will be used to manufacture the device.
It elaborates on the background research conducted, the specifications were determined, the
development process that led to the final design, the final design itself, the testing procedure that
we used to judge the success of the completed product, and the management plan implemented to
construct the device.

2. Introduction
Bocce is a target sport that tests muscle control and accuracy. It can be a demanding sport
and often requires high concentration and coordination (London Paralympic Games 2012). Not
every person who desires to play Bocce has the control or physical fitness to lob the bocce ball
sometimes more than forty feet down the bocce court. With the current technology bocce ball
players with some form of physical disability are not able to participate in the sport nor can they
participate on an even playing field with other players. Often, those requiring the use of an
assistive device are segregated into their own division, most notably in the Paralympics (London
Paralympic Games 2012).
Our team, Bocce Adaptive Lobbing or Launching device (BALL), consisted of
mechanical engineering students, Megan Hughes, Thomas Lynch, and Jake Deschamps.
Additionally, we were aided by Liz Allison, Kinesiology senior, in the areas of disability
awareness training, research, communication with sponsors, and community outreach. We
worked under our advisor, Professor Sarah Harding, Professor with the Mechanical Engineering
department, and supervisor, Dr. Kevin Taylor, Head of the Kinesiology department. Our goal
was to design a device that provides the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) for the game of
bocce. LRE means “a student who has a disability should … have access to the general education
curriculum, extracurricular activities, or any other program that non-disabled peers would be able
to access. The student should be provided with supplementary aids and services necessary to
achieve educational goals if placed in a setting with non-disabled peers” (US Legal). To provide
the LRE, we have created a device that propels a bocce ball down a bocce court with more
strategic elements than have previously been available. The strategic elements featured in our
device include two types of launch angles, the ability to aim the catapult and vary the force
imparted on the ball, and the ability to move the device to the ideal launching location behind the
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pitch line. Improving the strategic elements available allows athletes of all abilities to participate
on even terms, which prevents separation.
This particular project was constructed for use by the North County Adaptive Sports and
Recreation Program (NCASRP) at the Colony Park Community Center in Atascadero,
California. The mission statement of the NCASRP reads, “The North County Adaptive Sports
and Recreation Program is a nonprofit organization formed to provide year round supervised
adaptive sports and recreational activities for the developmentally disabled of North San Luis
Obispo County” (North County Adaptive Sports And Recreation Program). Depending on the
season, the special needs athletes participate in a number of different activities which include
swimming, kickball, basketball, and bocce ball.
The organization is led by a board of directors and a group of volunteers that consist of
Cal Poly professors and students, high school students, and members of the community. Ron
Vasconcellos, who is on the board of directors, guided the direction of the project as well as
directs the bocce program that will use our device (North County Adaptive Sports And
Recreation Program).Funding for the project is provided by a Research to Aid Persons with
Disabilities (RAPD) grant from the National Science Foundation mediated by Dr. Kevin Taylor,
the Kinesiology Department Chair at Cal Poly.

3. Background
Our team needed to learn more about the game of bocce ball, assistive devices currently
in use, and machines that launch balls of any type. The background research helped us to better
define the problem statement and helped develop the specifications for the project. This section
includes additional information about the style of bocce ball played at the NCASRP, as well as
descriptions of relatable devices with their points of interest.

3.1 Bocce Ball at Colony Park Community Center
Through research, interviews with Ron Vasconcellos, and visits to the courts at the
Colony Park Community Center we became familiar with the different aspects of the game of
bocce ball that will affect the design requirements for the device. In a game there were two
teams of 1 to 4 people on each team. Each team used 4 bocce balls. The diameters of the
bocce ball ranged from 4.25 to 4.5 inches. The pallina, the target ball, had a diameter that
ranged from 2.25 to 2.5 inches. The goal of each team was to get their bocce balls closer to
the pallina than their opponent’s balls. The pallina is a much smaller lighter ball, thrown at
the beginning of the frame.
In a turn, the athletes rolled, tossed, or banked the bocce ball down the court with the
intention of getting their ball closest to the pallina, knocking an opponent’s ball away from
the pallina, or blocking an opponent’s path to the pallina. No matter what the strategy, the
player had to throw the ball from behind the pitch line which was 4 feet from the end wall
and extended across the width of the court. The player was only supposed to be on the court
when it is their turn to throw and the player was supposed to exit the court when it was not.
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The play areas of the courts at Colony Park were 12 feet wide and 55 feet long. The
surface of the courts was manicured Oyster Shell over class 2 base. The rectangular playing
area is surrounded by a 7 inch tall, 6 inch wide cement curb. At one end of each of the bocce
courts there is a wooden door that allows for wheelchair access onto the court.

3.2 Paralympic Ramp
The International Paralympic Committee, the primary competitive organization for
athletes with physical disabilities, included Boccia as one of its events. Boccia was similar to
Bocce, but it was played on a shorter, completely smooth court with leather balls. The
athletes were grouped into four divisions based on level of ability. While some athletes could
throw the ball on their own, there were also “players with severe cerebral palsy, or other
similar physical disability, who use a ramp and other assistive devices to play” (Australian
Paralympic Committee Boccia Classification). These players competed against other athletes
in their division, “The classification system ensures an even playing field for athletes to
compete against others with similar disabilities” (London Paralympic Games 2012).
The Paralympic ramps are currently the most widely used assistive device. If the
athlete is unable to place the ball on the ramp their assistant places the ball for the athlete at
the height the athlete wants it. If the athlete is unable to hold the ball in place on the ramp
they wear a device on their head to hold the ball in place as seen in Figure 2Error!
Reference source not found.. Alterations to the ramp itself, like ramp angle and extensions,
are used to further alter the shot; Figure 2 also shows one extension of the ramp as well as
how the horizontal angle of the shot is changed.

Figure 2 Canada's Paul Gauthier at the London 2012 Paralympic Games (Canada's Paul Gauthier - London
2012).

There were several positive takeaways from the research of the Paralympic bocce
ramp design. Mainly, the design was simple. More specifically, the user interface was
intuitive. To change the velocity of the shot, the user would ask for the ball to be placed
higher or lower on the ramp. An easy to understand user interface makes the device more
9

approachable to a new athlete. Also, a simplistic design allows it to blend more seamlessly
into the flow of the game. For example, the ramp does not require any electricity so, it could
be moved from storage to the court and be ready to for play.
On the other hand, the ramp had several issues associated with it. First, we felt that it
failed to provide the LRE because the players who used the ramps as assistive devices were
sectioned off to only play against other players who used the ramps. Second, an unsuccessful
ramp device has been used before by the NCASRP. It was built out of PVC tubing and stood
about 4 feet tall. The ramp failed mainly because it could not roll the ball the full length of
the court on the rough oyster shell surface. To improve on this design, the ramp would need
to be extremely tall to generate enough velocity for the ball. Additionally, the Paralympic
boccia ramp placed a restriction on the athletes because the only variables that could be
changed were: the direction of the ramp, the placement of the ball on the ramp, and the
height of the ramp. For the full strategy, a new device should allow the user to perform lob
shots as well as fast shots used to knock away opponents’ balls.

3.3 Ohio Boccia Project

Figure 3 Full ramp assembly of the Ohio Bocce Project (Kaufman, McGee and Scott).

At Ohio University, a group from the Mechanical Engineering department designed
and constructed an adaptive boccia ramp for athletes with cerebral palsy (Kaufman, McGee
and Scott). The goal of this project was to build upon a standard boccia ramp and allow the
user to manually control where the ramp was positioned for a shot (Kaufman, McGee and
Scott). This eliminated the requirement of an assistant to position the ramp for the athlete. In
the final design, a motor was implemented to rotate the ramp horizontally. As seen in Figure
3, the ramp consisted of two pieces that slid in and out of each other; a linear actuator was
utilized to extend the ramp (Kaufman, McGee and Scott). By extending the ramp, the user
increased the strength of the shot. The user controlled the motor and the linear actuator with a
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simple control box. This final design successfully allowed the athletes to play boccia more
independently (Kaufman, McGee and Scott).
This project was a useful source of information for our project because the goal of
this team was very similar to ours. The team attempted to provide the least restrictive
environment for boccia athletes with cerebral palsy. Outside of loading the bocce balls on the
ramp, the athletes were able to play a game of boccia without an assistant using this ramp.
The user could operate the device using the control box that operated the motor and linear
actuator. The benefits of automation added to the existing pluses of a ramp design which
include good repeatability from shot to shot and intuitive operation.
Conversely, there were several aspects of the design that would not apply correctly to
our objective. Once this device was assembled, it remained stationary during the course of
the game (Kaufman, McGee and Scott). This would be inconvenient for the NCASRP
because one session of bocce had as many as 30 athletes moving in and out of the bocce
courts to play. Moreover, not all of the athletes in the program would need the device to play
independently. Therefore, an appropriate device for their situation would be able to move out
of throwing frame when it is not the turn of the athletes using it, so that the opponent could
throw from anywhere in the frame. The project also suffered from the same issues that other
ramps did: unlike in the game of boccia in bocce ball there were different types of shots that
required a range of trajectories which a ramp could not provide. Although this design
received high marks for functionality, not much attention was paid to aesthetics as loose
wires and the battery were clearly visible.

3.4 Olympic Bocce Ballers

Figure 4 Final Design Layout of the Olympic Bocce Ballers (Erickson, Haley and Vaughan).
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In the 2010-2011 school year, a team of Cal Poly students took on a senior project
with an objective very similar to ours (Erickson, Haley and Vaughan). The project sponsor,
Michael Lara, regional sports manager for Special Olympics in San Luis Obispo, asked the
students to create an adaptive bocce ball device to be used by athletes in joystick operated
wheelchairs. Figure 4 shows the final design of the Olympic Bocce Ballers. The final design
report for this project was found in Cal Poly’s Digital Commons.
Their final project used pneumatic power, an air compressor connected to a large
battery created a positive pressure that was used to propel the ball. The pressurized air would
reach a valve connected to a bocce-ball-sized piece of PVC pipe that acted as the launcher
barrel, a separate barrel connected to the valve was used to fire the pallina. The barrels sat on
top of a rotating base used to adjust the horizontal launch angle, while a scissor-jack operated
by a hand crank adjusted the vertical angle. The device could achieve some backspin using a
removable rubber nub attached to the top of the inside of the barrel. The product was seen
mainly as a success by the team members and sponsors. With the product, the athlete could
use the majority of the strategy of the game. The launcher was capable of firing the ball at
range of velocities, vertical angles, and horizontal angles. Also the wheels on the storage
compartment allowed the device to move within the throwing frame, so the athlete could
chose to take a turn from different locations. Although it was successful as far as strategy,
there were aspects of the device that fell short. The life of the battery for the device was
about one hour of regular use, but our current requirements dictate the device must be able to
last the length of an NCASRP session, one and half hours (Erickson, Haley and Vaughan).
The angle controls did not function properly. When the user operated the hand crank, the
rotating base would move out of alignment because it was too easy to turn (Erickson, Haley
and Vaughan). Lessons and obstacles from this device will be a great resource in our design
process.
Outside of specific bocce ball devices there is a wide variety of ball launching devices
where ideas may be found. Though none of these devices have been specifically designed to fit a
bocce ball there is a great opportunity for lessons learned.
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3.5 Softball Pitching Machine or Tennis Ball Launching Machine
‘
‘’

Figure 6 Typical Tennis Ball
Machine (Sports Authority: Ball
Machines).
Figure 5 Softball Pitching Device (JUGS
Combo Baseball Softball Pitching Machine).

Pitching devices were an attractive option because they were already on the market
and could be altered to fit a bocce ball because a bocce ball is similar in size to a softball.
Tennis ball launchers could be pneumatic (HowStuffWorks Autopsy: Inside a Tennis Ball
Launcher) or use counter spinning wheels to add energy to the ball (Hunter). Softball
machines used one or two spinning wheels (Gordon) to propel the ball towards a batter.
Using an off-the-shelf machine could be advantageous because then the launching
part of our project would be complete and we could focus on automating other parts of the
machine. The price range of the two different devices varied greatly and we could likely find
a pitching device that fit inside our budget (Sports Authority: Ball Machines).

3.6 Spring Force Powered
The user of spring force to propel the bocce balls down the court was appealing
because of the lack of electricity. Springs have been used to successfully launch many
different sized objects from ping pong balls to beer cans (DukEngineer Magazine). Torsion
springs and linear springs were cheap and with enough testing could be consistent enough to
play bocce with.
John Cornwell, an electrical engineering graduate from Duke, and a few copy-cat
creators created a beer-can catapult mounted on top of a mini-refrigerator (DukEngineer
Magazine). In an interview with David Letterman, Cornwell’s catapult showed that a
completely motorized catapult with a torsion spring and an arm with approximately two feet
can throw a can of beer from the soundstage floor to where Cornwell sat next to David
Letterman (Cornwell).
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Figure 7 Torsional Spring
Powered Catapult (Wehner).

Figure 8 Linear Spring Driven
Catapult (UnusualTravis).

Instead of using linear springs to push the ball from behind a linear spring can pull the
lever arm of a catapult (Figure 8) forwards or a torsion spring can be used to turn the lever
arm (Figure 9). Research also showed copy-cats who built catapults on top of minirefrigerators to launch cans of beer across their living room (Wehner). The beer catapults
helped show that smaller catapults have been built with enough power to throw something
about the same weight as a bocce ball accurately at least twenty feet away.

4. Objectives
Our goal is to design a device for the NCASRP that will enable individuals with a
physical disability to play bocce ball on the same level as other athletes attending the NCASRP.
From our e-mail correspondence with Ron, as well as our in person visit, we were able to derive
the following list of requirements:
 The Launcher must be useable by people of all abilities.
 The Launcher should allow its users a feeling of involvement.
 The launcher should allow the user to compete on even terms with other athletes attending
NSASRP.
 The launcher must be able to be used continuously for at least an hour and a half.
 The launcher must be easily transported from the storage shed to the bocce courts in
Atascadero.
 The launcher should be easy to maintain. Custom parts should be avoided when possible and
the launcher should be easy to disassemble and repair.
 The launcher must not cause the athlete to stand out or feel embarrassed about its use, as well
it must look professional.
A Quality Function Deployment (QFD) analysis found in Appendix A – QFD was
employed to turn the requirements listed above into engineering specifications that we could use
to guide the design of the launcher. More crucially, the QFD gave insight into the relative
14

importance of each specification. For our analysis of the QFD, we decided that safety, not
harming the court, creating the LRE, and aesthetics were the most important customer
requirements. The device will have users with a wide range of disabilities, and it is crucial to
ensure the device cannot be misused in a dangerous manner. During our meetings with Ron
Vasconcellos, in addition to stressing safety, he noted that the court is prone to divots. If these
divots become too severe, play must cease so that the court may be leveled. This is time
consuming, so it is important for us to avoid relying on high trajectories. An adaptive device
must also create the least restrictive environment for its users to gain their interest and
satisfaction with the device. Testing the Olympic Bocce Ballers’s device with Michael Lara
verified the importance of LRE as the cumbersome user input was mentioned as a key point of
improvement. Additionally, the device was not aesthetically pleasing: the device should look like
it belongs on a bocce court, and the large size, bulky shape, bright paint job, and noisy operation
made it visually stick out and led to it not being regularly used. For these reasons safety, LRE,
and aesthetics were given an importance factor of 5 so that they would carry the most weight of
the customer requirements when correlated with the design specifications. Each design
specification was given a total score based on the strength of the relationship between that
specification and each of the customer requirements. The specification with the highest tally was
cost, which is accurate as it is associated with our ability to meet nearly every customer
requirement. The next highest score was given to the range of firing angle due to its strong
correlations with safety not harming the court, LRE and cost.
The results of the QFD were next transformed into the table of specifications in
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Table 1 with the full explanation of the specifications found in
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Appendix B – Explanation of Specifications. This table featured each parameter and four
key properties of those parameters. Each target and tolerance was determined from our research,
our correspondences with Ron Vasconcellos and Liz Allison, our observations of the bocce
courts and surrounding area, and the QFD.
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Table 1: Technical Specifications

Specification
Height
Width
Length
Largest Horizontal
Dimension
Average Time Between Shots
Label/Display Character Size
Court Visibility
Continuous Noise
Noise Spikes
Operating Height
Force to Tip
Inspection Frequency
Ball Cleanliness Needs
Precision, Repeatability
Minimum Safety Factor
Ball Size
Reliable Long Range
Reliable Short Range
Total Weight
Cost
Maximum Projectile Height
Maximum Projectile Distance
Firing Angle Range

Requirement of Target
5 Ft
3 Ft
4 Ft
4 Ft
2 Min
1 in tall
95%
40 dB
90 dB
48 In
20 lb
Start of Play
Free of large debris
1.5 ft^2
2
4.5 in
55 Ft
27.5 Ft
200 lb
$1,500
3.5 Ft
15 Ft
45 degrees

Tolerance Risk
Max
L
Max
L
Max
L
Max
Max
Min
Min
Max
Max
+/-12
Min
Max
Max
Min
Min
+/-0.1
Min
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
Min

L
L
L
M
M
M
L
L
L
L
H
M
L
H
L
L
L
M
L
L

Compliance
I
I
I
I
A, T
I
I, T, S
I, T
I, T
I
A, T
T
T
A, T
A, T
T
A, T
A,T
A, T, S
A
T
T
I, T

The risk level of each item denoted the likelihood, high with an ‘H’, medium with an
‘M’, and low with an ‘L’, that we could run into difficulties when trying to meet that
specification. The most difficult specifications to meet will be precision and consistency for long
ranges.
There are four different methods which we will use to determine if our device meets our
specifications. These forms of testing compliance are analysis, test, similarity to existing designs,
and inspection and are represented by A, T, S, and I. For example, we will validate that we have
met our time to fire through analysis considering how long it takes to prepare the power fire and
how long it takes to aim. This will also be tested by having several users operate the machine in a
variety of situations.
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5. Design Development
The list and expected dates of major mile-stones with this project can be found in
Appendix C – Time Table. We started by defining the requirements for our project that were
given by our sponsor, Dr. Kevin Taylor, as well as Ron Vasconcellos. We also met with several
individuals in the adaptive sports community to gain more informed understanding of the
requirements. From this list of requirements we were able to define specific technical
specifications to meet the goals of this project.

5.1 Friday Club Meeting
We visited Friday Club, a club put on “in conjunction with the San Luis Obispo
Special Olympics, this Kinesiology 407 lab allows students to work with athletes of all ages
and abilities, including children, adults and wheelchair athletes” (Cal Poly ). Here we saw the
athletes working together and gained a better understanding of the people who will be using
the launcher, and begin gain experience with the community. When we arrived we observed
that Friday Club was split into several groups seemingly by ability. There was a group of
people using powered chairs tossing bean-bags into hula-hoops with differing strengths and
abilities. Some were only able to drop the bean-bag next to their char while others were
launching them fifteen feet or more. There was another group of people throwing a
basketball at one of the basketball hoops in the gym. There was one gentleman, who later
came over to introduce himself to us, who was making 3-point shots in basketball and others
who would throw it up, but the ball would fall short of the hoop. A third group were throwing
foam balls into a large trash-can. Though all of these people were part of the Friday Club
there was a huge range of abilities. We left after about 12:45pm because some of the
members of the club were coming over to speak with us but we were instructed to try and not
interact with them until after the training.
The biggest impact the Friday Club had on us was we decided to try and give the
users of the Bocce Ball Launcher the most autonomy that we can, the machine shouldn’t do
everything for them if it does not have to. This will pose a large challenge on us to make
everything interchangeable for varying ranges of abilities but it seems like the best choice.

5.2 Michael Lara and the Olympic Bocce Ballers Machine
Michael Lara, of the Special Olympics of Southern California, gave us access to the
device the Olympic Bocce Ballers had constructed, as well as his informed opinion on how
effective it was. Once we introduced ourselves to Michael Lara, he pointed behind us to
where the Olympic Bocce Ballers’ project sat. Our initial reaction was one of surprise. We
had been told by Dr. Kevin Taylor that one of his issues with the previous bocce project was
how much the device stood out aesthetically; seeing the launcher in person was still
surprising. One worry is that people who might otherwise use the device will be put off by
how much it stands out. Making it all black would help it not stand out as strongly.
On inspection before we wheeled it to the grassy area across the street from the SLO
Special Olympic office we noticed how entirely unstable the structure was. The cart that
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housed the air compressor and supported the barrel and pressurized pipe was wobbly. When
we tried to adjust the angle of the height of the device the Lazy-Susan that the barrel was
mounted on would lose adjusted aim.
The controls for the device were not very useable for people with high impediments
to their movement. Michael Lara pointed out that pushing better than pulling because
pushing is often easier for the people using our device, they can always put their hand out
and lean forward but they may not have the arm power to pull the same amount of force.
Another note about the previous device is that the triggers that needed to be grasped can be
very difficult for people with Cerebral Palsy. He did like how the device was very intuitive.
Lastly, visibility was a critical issue in using the device. The user would have to sit behind
the to operate the hand crank and trigger, but the large barrels would block the user’s line of
sight. In order to aim the device, the user would have to adjust the hand crank and then move
to the side of the launcher to see the actual aim of the machine which was inconvenient.
After we inspected the device we wheeled it across the street. The cart was an
awkward height to be pushed by an assistant. The analogy that Michael Lara said about
pushing the device was, “It was like pushing an over-loaded shopping cart.” The combination
of heavy weight and small, free turning casters made moving the device awkward even
before considering that the handle to push with was just below hip level.
We set the device up and connected the battery to the air compressor and powered the
air compressor. Right away we noticed how loud the machine was, with the door to the cart
open the air compressor is very loud. With the door shut the air compressor was muffled to
an acceptable level, but the noise could still draw attention to someone using the device. It
was difficult to judge how loud the device was because we were on a street corner with cars
driving past.
The machine did have enough force to launch the ball down the length of a bocce
court but the thud from the barrel was sudden and jarring. Michael Lara said that the noise
after launching the ball would startle some of the users and some of the people were not fond
of it. Michael Lara said that the battery was not an issue during the games.

5.3 Brain Storming
We then came up with a concept model for our product based on the specifications
and ideas from previous ball launching device. We took note of both ideas we liked, ideas we
could improve, and ideas we thought should have been avoided then began to brainstorm. We
decided subsystems our launcher would likely have and decided to sketch ideas of any
subsystem first to give ourselves more choices from each subsystem for the initial concept
ideas. With a stack of printer paper in the middle and a marker in each person’s hand a timer
was set and we spent the next fifteen minutes drawing whatever ideas came to mind.
Drawing any subsystem that came to mind was better than sticking to one subsystem at a
time because you did not have to try to remember any ideas for other subsystems that were
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thought of while you tried to continue thinking of new ideas for the current subsystem
sketches.
Once the fifteen minutes were up we discussed each of our ideas and typed up all of
our ideas under their respective subsystems as a sort of written morphological matrix. With
the written morphological matrix and all of our sketches spread in the middle of the table we
drew full concept models for another fifteen minutes. Once the second fifteen minutes was
up we discussed our models and came to the conclusion that nearly everything about our
designs revolved around the choice of the “Power” subsystem, what we would use to actually
launch the bocce ball down the court.
A proper morphological matrix was drawn after the brainstorming session, seen in
Appendix D – Morphological Matrix, to help us further explain our ideas for each subsystem;
drawings were easier to understand than the written morphological matrix. Then the image
morphological matrix was used to develop a concept model for the top three power
subsystem choices shown below. The concept drawings, in the concept drawing section of
the binder, have each subcomponent labeled and listed to the side, along with the block on
the morphological matrix that the subcomponent corresponds to. Below the concepts are
descriptions about the reasoning behind choosing each subcomponent to build a complete
system idea.

5.4 Concept Models
From brainstorming we were able to come up with three main concepts to research more on.
5.4.1 Pitching Machine/Flywheel

1. Handheld electronic controller (A8)
2. Electronic display power feedback
(B4, B5)
3. Piston powered catapult arm (C3)
4. Lazy Suzan base with servo control,
turns the catapult (D2)
5. Locking caster wheels (E3, F3, F4)
6. Back spin attachment (G3)
7. Cup to hold bocce ball (H4)

Figure 9 Pitching Machine Concept.

One of our top concepts for the
assistive device centered on using a pitching
machine for the method of launch. We felt
that a pitching machine would provide a
solid level of repeatability from shot to shot.
Also, there is an intuitive relationship
between the rotational velocities of the
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wheels of the pitching machine and the speed at which the ball will be thrown down the
court. In this concept, the pitching machine velocity will be operated using a control box
which is component 1 on the drawing. The athlete would be able to change the speed of
the pitching machine using two buttons marked with up and down arrows. As the athlete
adjusts the speed, the current speed will be digitally displayed. This digital display will
have 1 inch characters as suggested by Ron Vasconcellos. To go along with the digital
display there will be a set of lights. More and more lights will light up as the speed is
increased to give a scale. Component 3 was the tube in which the bocce balls are loaded
one at a time. This was chosen instead of a hopper because with only one ball in the
machine at a time, the assistant can control when the athlete fires. Also component 4, the
push button release, is located at the entrance to the tube. Next, the device can be
adjusted for vertical and horizontal aim using the handle. Lastly, the 3 locking caster
wheels would be attached to the supports. These were chosen because they would be able
to rotate in any direction to make transportation to the court easier. However, when the
device would be at the court, they could be locked so that the device could only move in
the left and right directions which would make moving the device across the throwing
frame more convenient.
5.4.2 Pneumatic Catapult

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Handheld electronic controller (A8)
2. Electronic display power feedback (B4, B5)
3. Piston powered catapult arm (C3)
4. Lazy Suzan base with servo control, turns the
catapult (D2)
5. 5. Locking caster wheels (E3, F3, F4)
6. 6. Back spin attachment (G3)
7. 7. Cup to hold bocce ball (H4)

This design uses an electronic controller
to provide the greatest accessibility. This
controller aims the catapult left and right by
using the servo controlled Lazy Suzan and
adjusts strength by changing the pressure used
by the piston. Actuating the piston one way fires
Figure 10 Pneumatic Catapult Concept.
the ball and actuating the other way returns it to
firing position. A refillable SCUBA tank provides compressed air for the piston, while a
large battery powers the adjustments. These are both found inside of the base. The base is
supported by large wheels with locking casters, providing both transportation to and
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around the court. The bocce ball is loaded into cup manually. A rubber grip can be moved
in and out of position to provide backspin upon release.
5.4.3 Linear Spring

1. Tube barrel to contain the spring and
bocce ball (H2)
2. Cup to hold bocce ball to prevent it from
bouncing around in the tube
3. Spring to provide the force to launch the
ball (C2)
4. Cable used to pull the spring back
5. Winch that rolls up cable
6. Crank attached to winch (A5, D3)
7. Pivot point for tube barrel with lever to
adjust
8. Frame for support of the launching
assembly, also serves as storage for the
bocce ball set
Figure 11 Spring Powered Concept.
9. Locking caster wheels used as transport
to court and at court (E3, F3, F4)
10. Lazy Susan used to adjust the x,y location of the shot (D2)
11. Brake to keep Lazy Susan in position (D5)
12. Scissor Jack to adjust x,z location of the shot (D9)
13. Wheel to adjust scissor jack (A5)
This is the linear-spring powered launcher idea. The shot location adjustments are
made similar to the Olympic Bocce Ballers with a scissor jack and Lazy Susan. A brake
has been added to the Lazy Susan to improve shot consistency and prevent drift while
adjusting the scissor jack. Each of the adjustments have a motor override for those who
do not have the ability to turn the wheel for the scissor jack, move the lazy susan, or turn
the crank to pull the winch back. This is beneficial because should the battery die or not
be recharged the assistant to the athlete can make the adjustments for the athlete. The
frame serves as storage for the bocce ball set and as a place to hide the battery. The
assembly is transported to the court on large caster wheels; at court the large caster
wheels lock so the mechanism can only move left and right inside the throwing area.

5.5 Power Selection
After developing the morphological matrix, we observed that the power selected will play
a key role in selecting other subsystems. A catapult will load differently and have a different
method of adjusting aiming than a ramp. We chose to use a decision matrix to select the
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optimal power source for the device. The decision matrix is found below in Table 2– Power
Decision Matrix.
Table 2: Power Decision Matrix

Power
Weight
Air
Compressor
Ramp
Trebuchet
Linear
Spring
Underhand
Pendulum
Pitching
Machine
Catapult

Safety Strategy

Little Need
for
Electricity

Repeatability Size Noise Cost

Total

5

5

3

3

2

2

1

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Datum

1
-1

-1
-1

1
1

1
0

-1
-1

1
1

1
0

7
-7

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

18

1

1

1

0

-1

1

1

14

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

10

1

0

1

1

1

1

1
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This decision matrix compares the power subsystem possibilities with key
requirements they must meet. These requirements are weighted to reflect their importance
with safety and strategy being the most important, while cost is least important as we are
confident that it will not be prohibitive. The air compressor (used by the Olympic Bocce
Ballers) was used as the datum by which all other power option’s performance was
measured. Options were given a +1, 0, or -1 in each category, indicating that it performed
better, about the same, or worse than the air compressor. The score of every option was then
totaled. The highest scoring power source was the linear spring. We initially chose this
design, but after presenting our choice, two fellow mechanical engineers with experience in
robotic sports informed us of the difficulty in obtaining consistency from a launcher of this
style. Their experience had been that catapults perform much better in this respect. Based on
this, we opted to create prototypes of both designs.

5.6 Frame Size and Player Position Testing
There are several options for where the device should be situated when in use and where
the user should be relative to it. The device could fit in the throwing frame with the user
beside it; it could fit in the throwing frame with the user behind it, outside of the court; or it
could straddle the court boundary, being partially in the walkway with the user still behind it.
In order to determine which of these positions would be best, we created a PVC frame to test
this. The size of the frame is adjustable and can vary from two feet wide, three feet long, and
two feet tall to four feet wide, six feet long, and four feet tall.
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We then brought the frame to the Colony Park Community Center along with two
wheelchairs. The aforementioned positions were tested for maximum device size, required
reach from the user, speed and ease of changing the user, path obstruction, and vantage point.

Figure 12 Device halfway in the frame, player
out of the frame.

Figure 13 Device completely in the frame, player
out of the frame.

Both positions where the player was outside of the court performed very similarly and
can be seen above in Figures 12 and 13. They both afforded the player intuitive aiming by
virtue of being directly behind the device; both afforded the same maximum width and
height; and both offered quick user transfers. Having the device entirely in the frame left the
pathway slightly less obstructed, but required the player uncomfortably reach to interact with
the device.
Having the player in the frame next to the device made the pathway totally free from
obstruction and provided the user with a more comfortable side reach; but it also made
aiming less intuitive, required more time for player
transfers, and posed additional safety concerns as
the user was closer to the firing end of the device.
An interesting observation was also made by Liz,
who noted feeling a greater sense of inclusion
when playing on the court as opposed to when
playing from the pathway. This setup is pictured to
the right in Figure 14.
Initially the added difficulties in having the
player aim from the side and enter and exit the
Figure 14 Device and player in frame.
court for every shot turned us away from having
the player in the frame with the device, but the added sense of inclusion could be worth the
additional time if and side aiming system can be devised.
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5.7 Marble Launcher Prototypes
The marble launchers’ barrel was made of a
seven-inch long section of one-inch PVC pipe and an
end-cap with a hole drilled in the center for the
plunger rod to fit thorugh. The plunger was made of a
ten-inch threaded rod, two one-inch washers that fit
inside of the one-inch PVC pipe to keep the plunger
centered and four nuts that fit on the threaded rod to
keep the nuts in place and one at the end for a grip to
Figure 15 Marble Launcher Sketch. 1”
PVC
tube 2) 1” end-cap 3) threaded rod
pull the threaded rod back with. We made a mark on
4) washer 5) nut
the rod on each marble launcher where eleven pounds
of force was required to pull back the rode. To mark the rods we attached a force-meter to the
rod, pulled back the rod, and marked where the eleven-pounds of force pull-back point was
on the rod.
They were then attached to a 2x4 piece of wood with a one-inch pipe fitting and wood
screws. To fire the launchers the plank of wood was clamped to two patio chairs at an angle.
The patio chairs were used because there were no other large objects to place the 2x4 with
the marble launchers between as an anchor and stand. The marble launchers were placed at
an angle, muzzle up, because the marble would not rest against the plunger during launch
otherwise but would bounce forward and be smacked by the plunger instead of pushed.
The day that we first tested the linear spring launchers it was raining, so the insides of
the tubes became wet and the clamps’ grip was affected. This caused there to be some slight
variation in launch angle and some slip for Launcher A, because it was the most difficult to
pull back. We were hesitant to take a lot of other tools and equipment into the rain for fear of
damaging them.
Launcher B was tested first; it was pulled
back to the eleven-pound mark, or about two
inches, and we fired five marble shots. A photo of
the marble-spread was taken and was visually
estimated to be six feet from the board of
launchers.
Launcher A was tested next, it had the
stiffest spring of all four. We pulled it back to the
eleven-pound mark at about half an inch and the
marbles fell out tube and did not travel very far,
Figure 16 Linear Spring First Test Set-up.
less than one foot. We then pulled it back to 1.5
Launcher A on left, Launcher D on right
inches, but the force required to pull the spring
back 1.5 inches was difficult to keep consistent. The amount it was pulled back varied
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slightly, but the spread of the marbles was greatly increased and it was not possible to get all
of the marbles in one photo.
Launcher C was a little bit better. The first shot was short, the second shot was long,
and the other three marbles landed grouped together in the middle. C was pulled back 1.5
inches.
Launcher D has been the favorite launcher and is the only one with the spring too
long for the tube, because of this the spring is under compression the entire length of travel
for the marble. It was pulled back about 1.5 inches to the eleven-pound mark and the marbles
were fairly grouped together 10.5 feet away from the board of launcher. A photo of the
spread of marbles was also taken of launcher D.
While this test was adequate to confirm our belief that Launcher D was the best
choice of the four springs, this experiment needed several improvements. The spring in
launcher D was only of moderate difficulty to pull back, it was the second lightest of the ones
tested, and the plunger was able to push the marble the entire length of the tube. Launcher D
had the best apparent ratio of the force required to pull the spring back to how far the marble
landed. The angle the launchers were fired at requires improvement because clamping the
board to patio chairs did not prove consistent and single pipe fitting did not keep the marble
launchers pointed in exactly the same direction each time. For future testing the marble
launching 2x4 was screwed into a saw-horse with wooden top and metal legs, this proved
much more stable. Another pipe fitting was also used on each marble launcher to keep them
pointed straight ahead.
This system was particularly vulnerable to the weather conditions. Taking the entire
system apart on a seven-inch model to dry the contraption off completely was difficult.
Calculations have shown that the full-sized spring will need to be closer to four feet, and
dismantling a four-foot long tube and spring and drying the entire machine off appears rather
taxing. Due to the geometry the marble launcher retains water and does not dry by itself very
readily: the entire inside of the tube, the end-cap, the whole spring and rod, and the ball-cup
would need to be cleaned off. Ron mentioned that if it started sprinkling in the middle of one
of the Bocce sessions they would like to continue playing, if the linear-spring orientation
were chosen then there would be a large amount of hand-drying required.

5.8 Catapult Prototype
A scale model of the catapult design was needed to test the effectiveness of the
concept and compare it with the linear spring marble launchers. An Erector set was
purchased and used to construct this prototype, which launched golf balls.
The design featured an arm on a pivot attached to the rest of the frame. A spring also
connected the arm to the rest of the catapult. When the arm was pulled back, the spring was
stretched; and when it was released the spring caused the arm to swing forward until it hit the
rubber stop. There were many locations to attach the power spring to the arm, which allowed
for versatility in spring selection.
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To test the catapult, the frame was first secured to a wooden base to ensure that it was
stable. Seven springs of varying lengths and stiffness were acquired. The stiffness of each
spring was measured before and after testing to account for any plastic deformation during
testing. For each spring, ten golf balls were launched one at a time from a full pullback. The
landing locations were observed from a close
distance, and golf tees were placed in the
ground where each golf ball first impacted.
The distances of these shots were recorded
using a measuring tape from a specific location
on the catapult. Another measuring tape was
placed vertically and used as fixed height
marker to observe projectile height.
The data from this test was used to
determine which spring created greatest level
Figure 17 Catapult built from Erector Set.
of accuracy and consistency when
implemented, so that the best spring would represent the catapult in the direct comparison
tests.

5.9 Direct Comparison Test

Figure 18 Side-by-side set-up.

With two viable prototypes assembled we were able to test the different designs
against each other in depth and determine which would be most appropriate for our project.
With both of the launchers side-by-side, five marbles were launched from each, with impact
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locations observed closely and marked. It quickly became apparent that catapult’s projectile
cup was not appropriate for the marbles. A different cup was developed for launching
marbles.
Other improvements were made for this test. The wood base of the catapult was
clamped to a cinderblock for added stability and immobility. On another cinderblock, a small
spacer was placed so that the catapult arm would be pulled back the same distance for each
marble. The front legs of the saw horse were placed on cinderblocks to increase the angle at
which they fire and to ensure that the marble was resting against the plunger before the
plunger was released. The linear spring launchers were set at an angle also to give a better
representation of how the linear launchers would be used in practice, most of the linear
spring launcher shots would be at an angle to increase distance.
With these modifications in place we could began testing. We decided to launch 35
shots because if we allow for three minutes per shot in each 90-minute NCASARP session
the athletes can fire 30 shots. This 30 shot estimate does not include any time for bringing the
launcher onto the court or any social time for the athletes.
Using the linear launcher and catapult springs that were determined to give the
greatest accuracy, 35 marbles were launched. Similar to the catapult testing the area of
impact was closely supervised and golf tees were used to mark the impact locations. The
distance of the tees from the launchers was then used to determine consistency. This can be
seen in Figure 19 and Figure 2020.
Another goal of the test was to evaluate the effects of moderate weather exposure.
After this initial round of testing, the tees were marked with red and left in the ground and
the launchers were left outside for two hours, a little over the length of an NCASARP bocce
session. At the end of this time period, another 35 shot round test was conducted.

Figure 19 Linear spring launcher test results with averages and standard deviations. The red line represents data
the first round of shots, the blue line represents the data from the second round of shots fired two hours later.

During both rounds, the catapult behaved with greater consistency. The linear
launcher’s result is pictured above in 8. The marked tees were from the first round, the plain
tees were from the second round. The averages and standard deviations from the first round
were marked in red, while those from the second round were marked in blue. Both rounds
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had a standard deviation of about 4.5 percent, or ± five inches over about 9.5 feet during both
rounds. The catapult’s results are in the figure below (Figure 20), which has all of the same
conventions as the above figure (Figure 19). The catapult had a standard deviation of about
3.9 percent, or ± six inches over 13 feet, during the first round, and about 3 percent, or ± 4.75
inches over thirteen feet, during the second. This indicated that the catapult was significantly
more reliable.

Figure 20 Catapult test results with averages and standard deviations. The red line represents data the first round
of shots, the blue line represents the data from the second round of shots fired two hours later.

From round to round, minimal weather effects were observed, and both designs were
affected by the same amount. The linear launcher had its average distance decrease by 1.2
percent, while the catapult’s average decreased by about 1.3 percent. A slight difference is
present, but it was not substantial enough to significantly alter our design choice.
This thorough test demonstrated clearly that a catapult design provides greater
accuracy over a linear spring launcher.

5.10 Proof of Concept Testing
After constructing a full-scale catapult arm and frame, we needed a variety of
pneumatic cylinder sizes to test, a source of compressed air to power the cylinder, a valve to
control flow to the cylinder, and tubing and fittings with which to connect all of the
pneumatic components. Colin Wilson and Adam Heard, fellow Cal Poly mechanical
engineering students and mentors for the Atascadero High School Robotics Team, offered us
access to the robotics team’s facility and components in Atascadero, CA, as well as their
guidance and experience in implementing the pneumatics for the first time. The only
pneumatic component that they could not supply was a valve that had a large enough flow
rate to actuate the cylinder as quickly as the catapult required. After acquiring an appropriate
valve and constructing the full-scale catapult arm and frame, we were able to visit their
workshop.
On February 17th, we brought our prototype to the Atascadero High School Robotics
Team's workshop. After arriving we made several improvements and added finishing touches
to the catapult prototype. The corners of the base were reinforced with steel 90 degree
brackets. Shaft collars were added to the axle that the arm rotates on to keep the arm
centered. The hard stop for the catapult was constructed by wrapping a 1/2” threaded rod
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with multiple layers of insulating foam for pipes and was attached using conduit straps
screwed into the frame. Two pairs of conduit straps were used so that the hard stop could be
moved to provide the two different release points: 45 degrees to emulate the typical arcing
throw, and 90 degrees to give the low trajectory of a fast, rolling throw.
The cylinders we used came in several mounting styles and Colin informed us that
not all of the cylinders they had available were the style we needed. When implemented in
the catapult the cylinder needed to able to pivot at both ends. We acquired a female threaded
rod end to mount the cylinder. The rod end screwed onto the top end of the cylinder and had
a bearing that allowed us to have the cylinder pivot easily around a shaft. A bolt connected
one rod end to the catapult arm.

Figure 21 Pneumatic Schematic.

With the cylinder in place, we were able to assemble the pneumatic circuit as shown
above in Figure 21. Some small diameter tubing ran to a tee connector from a blow gun
connected to their shop's compressed air line. One end of this tee was connected to the
valve's pilot. The other end of the tee went to a small reservoir. This reservoir was connected
to the valve's intake, and the cylinder was connected to the valves output. Since there was a
substantial distance between the source of the shop's compressed air and the blow gun,
placing a small reservoir directly next to the valve was necessary. The valve still needed a
power source to operate; the robotics team let us used two 12-volt batteries placed in series to
provide the 24 volts needed by the valve.
Because there was no safe area for a hard, two-pound bocce ball to impact without
potentially damaging the ball or surface a pair of wrist weights was used instead. The wrist
weights gave a much softer impact. The pair weighed two pounds, which was about the same
as a bocce ball.
Initial testing showed that the catapult was able to launch the wrist weights about 15
feet using the early hard stop at about 45 degrees from horizontal, and about 13 feet using the
late hard stop at about 90 degrees from horizontal. Our specified range is 17 feet, which the
arcing trajectory achieved when factoring in the increase in initial height the cart will add to
the catapult.
Since the robotics team does not typically handle high flow applications like ours,
they only had small diameter tubing available. Increasing tubing diameter increases the
amount of air that can flow through it substantially. Although we were able to launch a large
enough distance, we could potentially further increase the range by using larger tubing.
It became apparent that fitting the frame on top of the cart was to be the next concern.
The cylinders which we used resulted in a catapult base that was about six inches longer than
the cart we had been considering.
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On February 22, 2013, after the frame was built, pneumatics were verified and we
borrowed a few cylinders and other pneumatic pieces we set out to compare different air
pressures and their effects on the distances that the bocce ball landed. We used a Huskey air
compressor in Megan’s back yard to adjust the pressure of the pneumatic system. We tested
the pneumatic system as set to 60psi, 80psi, and 100psi. We found that the distance increase
does not have a linear relationship with the increase of air pressure. Ultimately more testing
will need to be done to find the connection between pressures and distance the bocce ball
lands to calibrate the “power” setting on the controller.
We also adjusted the cylinder attachments points at the back of the cylinder and after
the arm would not lay sufficiently flat with a short enough footprint we decided to off-set the
attachment point for the cylinder from the front of the arm.
There was a lot of trial and error in finding a good location for the cylinder
connection point. We had to adjust the attachment point based on some interference with
bolts that would have otherwise damaged the cylinder or the hard-stop we had set up.
Ultimately we settled on an attachment point three inches back from the arm and five inches
forward from the center of the arm. With this attachment point and the eight-inch long
cylinder caused the arm to lay almost flat and we were able to move the back of the cylinder
forward enough to get the footprint to just than 18 inches long which would barely fit on top
of the cart we had been considering. Further testing needed to be done to narrow down the
exact best distance between the axle for the arm and the back axle for the cylinder. The frame
that we were using at that point was not precise enough to continue testing, another frame
had to be built.
On February 24, 2013, we continued working with the original full-scale prototype.
After testing the 45 degree release point with 100 psi input pressure, the results showed an
average distance thrown of 17 feet which was a promising indication that the prototype could
deliver the desired throwing distance. However, in order to achieve that distance, the
prototype was lobbing the bocce balls at an average arc height of 6 feet 6 inches. At this
height, the impact of the bocce ball would leave severe divots in the oyster shell playing
surface. This tendency was attributed to the size of the cup. For the original prototype the cup
had a 3 inch diameter, which is smaller than the size of the bocce ball. Therefore, the bocce
ball would sit on top of the cup, and upon release, the cup would impart backspin onto the
bocce ball causing it to hang longer in the air. To attempt to solve this problem, the first cup
on the original prototype was replaced with one of a 4 inch diameter. This changed allowed
the ball to rest inside the cup. Next to see what affects the new cup had on the behavior of the
launch, 5 more shots were taken at 100 psi with the 45 degree release point. The results were
a 15 feet, 2 inch average distance with a 4 feet 4 inch average arc height. The new cup
successfully decreased the arc height by 2.5 feet and additionally, did not negatively impact
the consistency. The difference between the longest shot and the shortest shot of that trial
was merely 4 inches. Lastly, 5 shots were tested at 100 psi with the 90 degree release point.
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The prototype delivered an average distance of 8 feet 5 inches and an average height of 2 feet
2 inches. Once again the shots proved to be consistent, with a 7 inch grouping.
The following day, the second full-scale prototype was completed. For this prototype,
the arm and axle were removed from the original prototype and attached to a new frame. The
new frame had the same dimensions and geometry of the first. However more care was taken
with measurements to eliminate excess wood and reduce the amount of attached pieces. In
addition to the simpler design, three brackets were attached to each corner of the base to
create a stronger, sturdier frame. The goal of the new prototype was to observe how moving
the point where the cylinder attached to the frame affected the firing distance of the bocce
ball. To test this relationship, five holes were drilled 1 inch apart along the length of the base,
which gave five choices to place the rod which connected the cylinder to the base . These
holes ranged from 12.75 inches to 16.75 inches away from the arm’s axle. Five bocce balls
were launched with the rod placed at holes 1, 2, 3, and 5. All of the testing was done with the
45 degree hard stop engaged and a supply pressure of 100 psi. The results of the five trials
are shown in Figure 22 below. The red dots indicate the average length the bocce ball was
thrown for each rod placement point, and the blue bars represent the range. As shown by the
plot, every trial had a high level of consistency considering the largest range was only 4
inches for hole 5. Rod placement point 3 provided the longest average shots at 14.33 feet.
Placement point three was located 16.5 inches from the catapult arm’s axle. Therefore it was
decided that the horizontal distance between the catapult arm’s axle and the back cylinder
attachment should be 17 inches for the final design.

Figure 22 Average length and range for each grouping of shots for the four attachment points tested.
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For further research for the launcher’s controller it was suggested by Dr. Taylor that
we visit a gentleman, by the name of John Lee, in San Luis Obispo who has lots of
experience working with people with disabilities and setting up user-interfaces for them. We
went to John Lee’s office at Central Coast Assistive Technology Center and spoke with him
for a long while about our options. We learned about sip-and-puff controllers which only
have four inputs: sip, puff, long-sip, and long-puff. We also discovered that our idea of large
buttons for the controller, ones that were one inch in diameter, were sorely lacking. We
discussed trying to build a controller that uses the interface of the wheelchair that the
hypothetical athlete already uses, after a short discussion it was determined that the prices of
those interfaces are far out of our budget.
We left John Lee with four two-inch buttons to use as substitutes in controller mockups until our buttons arrive in the mail. We also left with information on other projects that
we need to research while our construction of the controller is still in infancy: we need to
look into rycooper.com and the solo-quad which was a kayak that used a sip-and-puff
controller.

5.11 User Input Development
The design we decided on required an electronic user input to enable the user to
adjust release point, aim, and throwing strength. In order to optimize this system, Dr. Taylor
suggested that we meet with John Lee of the Central Coast Assistive Technology Center in
San Luis Obispo. John has extensive experience working with and designing interfaces for
individuals with a wide variety of disabilities. We went to John Lee’s office at Central Coast
Assistive Technology Center and spoke with him for about two hours about our interface
options.
The options we were shown were the sip-and-puff controller and buttons featuring a large
surface are. The sip-and-puff controller is controlled by a person breathing and gives four
inputs options: sip, puff, long-sip, and long-puff. The large buttons give the user the ability to
press the button with a variety of means depending on their ability. The system is typically
attached to a wheelchair by a sturdy clamp and arm mount system. This system means that
the button can be placed in a variety of positions, like near the users hand or to the side of
their head.
It was immediately apparent that in order for the system to support the greatest number of
individuals, the number of inputs would need to be minimized. Every additional button input
would require another arm mounting system to bring it to the user.
We left John Lee with four two-inch buttons to use as substitutes until we could
acquire our own buttons.
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6. Final Design

Figure 23 Final design with labeled sub-assemblies

Our final design consists of five subsystems: Frame & Arm, Pneumatics, Left-Right
Turning, Controls, and Cart & Wheels. We will discuss each subsystem and describe how it best
meets our customer’s requirements.

6.1 Frame and Arm
The legs and supports of the catapult frame are constructed from low carbon steel
rectangular tubes. The overall frame assembly is 16 inches high, 18 inches from front to
back, and 5 inches wide. The 2 feet long catapult arm similarly, is constructed from steel
structural square tube. Triangular brackets extend from the front of the arm to serve as the
front attachment point for the power cylinder. To allow the power cylinder to pass through
the arm and reach those brackets a long slot has been cut out of the front and back of the arm.
The arm is connected to the frame via the axle located in the front of the frame. The arm has
a 0 to 90 degree range of motion which is limited by the 90 degree hard stop at the front of
the frame and the power cylinder attachment point in the rear of the frame. Secured at the end
of the arm is the three prong grip which holds the bocce ball while swinging, and then
releases it upon impact with the hard stop.
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6.1.1 Frame Material Selection

We chose to make the frame and arm out of rectangular steel tubing; steel is very
strong, durable, ductile, relatively easy to come by, and easily welded together in the
different geometries our parts require. Though Aluminum is lighter and has better
weather resistance it would be much more expensive, difficult to source, and much more
difficult to weld together.
Metal was chosen as an upgrade from wood due to the swift aging of wood, the
bulkiness required for the wooden frame, and the tendency of the wood to crack after a
couple of days testing. Using metal also means that our frame will bend under fatigue
rather than crack, so inspection before play will be sufficient to prevent injury due to
potential failure of parts.
The front pillars of the frame are made of rectangular tubing that is three inches
deep, one inch wide and 0.120 inches thick because the front pillar must support both the
hard stop and the axle for the arm. The rest of the frame is constructed of rectangular
tubing that is two inches deep, one inch wide, and 0.120 inches thick to save on cost and
weight. Using rectangular stock instead of square will keep excess weight off, and square
stock is not necessary because the forces do not come from all three directions.
6.1.2 Hard Stop

Another important feature of the catapult frame is the actuated 45 degree
hardstop. It, when in place, creates one of the strategic elements for bocce, the lob shot.
The actuated 45 degree hard stop is composed of a threaded bar that rotates in and out of
position and a second pneumatic cylinder that pushes the bar against two steel triangular
pieces welded to the long supports on the frame. The hard stop cylinder is mounted to
steel plating that is welded on the side of the left long support. The threaded bar is
wrapped in foam to reduce the force of the impact when struck by the catapult arm.
Should the hard stop become damaged by repeated strikes, the fact that its threaded
makes it easily replaceable.

6.2 Left-Right Aiming
In order to allow the catapult’s aim to be automated, we needed to create a subsystem
that holds the catapult frame and directs its motion. To hold the frame, a rotating base is
made up of a 17-3/4 inch plywood round, a 6 inch steel lazy susan bearing and a rectangular
piece of wood that fits the top of the cart. The catapult frame is bolted to the round, the
rectangular piece is bolted to the top of the cart, and the two are connected by the lazy susan
bearing. To direct the motion of the frame, a motor assembly is suspended inside of the cart.
In the motor assembly, a toothed acrylic semicircle is mounted to an interior wooden
rectangle. This toothed segment will match with a pinion attached to a stepper motor. When
the stepper motor is powered, the interior rectangle rotates. Using a stepper motor enables us
to easily control the speed at which the rectangle turns. To complete the left-right aiming
system, the motor assembly is connected to the rotating base using a pipe flange attached to
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the bottom of the plywood round, a pipe flange attached to the top of the rectangle powered
by the stepper motor, and an 8 inch pipe that screws into both flanges. Overall, the catapult
is able to turn 45 degrees to the left and to the right. Two small limit switches are used to
ensure that the catapult does not turn beyond this range.
6.2.1 Cart and Wheels

The cart is a very important subsystem because it serves
many purposes; it must get the launcher to and from the court,
move the launcher around the court, serve as a storage space, as
well as hide some of the mechanics of the launcher. To ensure
that the cart performs exceptionally at all of those purposes, it
was assembled from a combination of elements taken from an
audio-visual cabinet manufactured by Luxor and a steel utility
cart manufactured by Truxor.
Figure 24 LUXOR
The AV cabinet was a good candidate to serve as the
Duraweld Audio-Visual
storage compartment for the final launcher which houses the
Carts with Locking Cabinet
majority of the pneumatic circuit, batteries, catapult control
(Amazon.com).
board, motor assembly and other components. This cabinet is made from steel and is 24
inches wide, 24 inches tall and 18 inches deep. The overall cart
assembly will be 29 inches tall and 30.5 inches long and 26 inches
wide. The utility cart was utilized solely for its axles, wheels and
handle. The axles were removed from the cart and welded to the
bottom of the AV cabinet. Additionally they were altered so that
the wheels extend away from the cart allowing them to turn more
Figure 25 Gardening
freely. The wheels are 10 inch pneumatic turf tires. The padded
wagon (Amazon.com).
handle was modified so that it can be removed from the cart once
the catapult is in place inside the court’s throwing frame. The overall cart assembly is 29
inches tall, 27 inches wide and 41 inches long. The cart was designed to be short enough
that the cart with the catapult on top would not obstruct the view of an athlete seated
behind in a wheelchair.
6.2.2 Pneumatics

The motion of the catapult arm and the 45 degree hard stop is actuated by a
pneumatic circuit. The pneumatic system consists of four subsystems: air supply and
regulation, hard stop actuation, pressure control, and catapult actuation. First, the air
supply and regulation system consists of a paintball tank, quick disconnect, high pressure
regulator, and low pressure regulator. The tank is pressurized to 3000 psi. A quick release
is connected to the tank to make it easier to remove and refill. The high pressure regulator
reduces the pressure from 3000 psi down to around 125-150 psi. The low pressure
regulator reduces this air to a steady 115 psi.
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Second, the hard stop system consists of a basic solenoid valve, a small pneumatic
cylinder, and a pivoting hard stop. When the valve is open, air flows to the cylinder,
which pushes up the pivoting hard stop used for lob shots. When the valve is closed, the
cylinder retracts and the hard stop pivots back down and out of the way.
Third, the pressure control system consists of a fill valve, a vent valve, a flow
restriction, an air reservoir, and a pressure transducer. After the user has selected his
desired throwing strength, the fill valve opens, allowing air to flow into reservoir. Once
the pressure transducer shows that the desired pressure has been reached, the fill valve
closes. If the pressure has exceeded the user's desired pressure, the vent valve opens,
allowing air to flow through the restriction and out of the reservoir until the pressure
lowers the appropriate level. When not regulating pressure for a shot, the fill valve is
closed and the vent valve opens if the transducer reads that the pressure in the reservoir is
above 15 psi.
Finally, the catapult actuation system consists of a pneumatic cylinder, a large
solenoid valve, and the air reservoir from the pressure control system. When it is time to
fire, the large valve allows air to quickly flow from the reservoir to the cylinder. This
valve has actuates very quickly and allows for a large amount of air flow.
6.2.2.1 Pneumatic Valve Analysis

One critical component in the catapult's pneumatic setup is the valve that
controls the air flow to the power cylinder. Its job is to allow enough air through
quickly enough to extend the cylinder in the short period of time the launch takes
place. The maximum flow a valve will allow is given as the flow coefficient, Cv. The
volumetric flow rate can be determined using this value along with the pressure
differential across the valve and density of the pressurized fluid.
After some research, a reference handbook released by the online retailer Pneuaire
was found and can be seen in Appendix E – Calculations. This document had a chart
for determining the required flow coefficient needed to achieve a certain expansion
rate for a set bore size, or piston diameter
The geometry of the small scale prototype was used to estimate the needed
expansion rate. Assuming that the arm accelerates at a constant speed, the cylinder
was needed to expand at a rate of about 40 inches per second to throw the ball the
needed distance. At 80 psi, a two inch bore gives about 250 pounds of force,
significantly more than what was determined from the prototype. This correlates to a
flow rate of about one. The document also suggested selecting a valve with a flow
rate 25% larger than what is needed. This means that the valve needed a flow rate of
at least 1.25.
After contacting Provoast Automation Controls, a supplier of pneumatic
components, the two potential valve candidates that were in stock were the Mac 52
series, with a flow rate of 1.2, and the Mac 56 series, with a flow rate of 5. Since the
analysis was done based off of the prototype's dimensions, there is no certainty that a
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larger flow will not be required. The Mac 56 was about $86 before shipping and
handling, while the 52 was about $44. Even with the larger cost, the 56 was chosen.

6.3 Controls
Three separate systems work in conjunction to operate the catapult: the athlete’s
controller, the catapult control board, and the
assistant controller. The athlete's controller will
read inputs and display vital information. This will
communicate with a board that controls the catapult
itself. An assistant will also have a controller that
allows her to oversee the game and ensure that it is
conducted in a safe manner. These three subsystems
are discussed in detail below.
6.3.1 Athlete’s Controller

The athlete will use a wireless controller
Figure 26 Athlete Display and Buddy Button.
with which to operate the catapult (Figure 26).
The left lights represent the different shots.
We decided to simplify the user's input to a
Center is a bar graph representing the power.
The top right light lets the user know it is
single sensor that plugs into their controller.
waiting. The bottom right light lets the user
This sensor is the “Buddy Button” sold by
know it is ready.
AbleNet, a company that specializes in assistive
technology. The button has a 2-1/2 inch surface and
requires 3-1/2 ounces to compress. It is mounted to a
Universal Mounting Lever which can be secured to any
table or wheel chair through the use of a Super These
items are also produced by AbleNet, and their purpose is
to position the button wherever works best for the
Figure 27 Super Clamp
athlete. The button can be moved anywhere from arm
(AbleNet Inc)
level to be pressed with the hand to head level to be
pressed with the side of the head or chin.
A display was designed to present the user with
necessary information. Two LEDs are used to indicate which
type of shot, low rolling or normal arcing, the user has chosen.
The power at which the catapult will operate will be expressed
by a 30 segment LED bar graph. A two-color LED will be used
to indicate if the device can fire: red when the system is
pressurizing and green when the system is ready to fire.
The controller can communicate with the catapult over a Figure 28 Universal
wireless connection. It uses transmitter to tell the catapult the
Mounting System
(Tom Caine
user's selection and a receiver to get the catapult's status. We
Associates Early
utilized a434 MHz transmitter and receiver pairs to handle this
Learning Software)
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bi-directional communication. They are low priced and offer more than enough range, but
the signal will need to be filtered, addressed, and formatted through software. The
microcontroller in the player's device handles bi-directional wireless communication,
control 15 LEDs, and reads a single input. The Atmega1284p has integrated hardware for
packaging the wireless data and more than enough inputs to handle our display's needs. It
uses an external oscillator to precisely time wireless communications. A nine-volt
battery powers this controller. These are small enough to not increase the size of the
controller and are commonly available, making them easy to replace. A diode in the
circuit works to prevent damage associated with connecting the battery improperly.
6.3.2 Catapult Control

The catapult's control board can adjust several degrees of freedom. The catapult is
mounted on a base that can turn to aim left and right. The amount of pressure that will
power the main cylinder can be varied to adjust throwing strength. The user can also
select between a low, rolling trajectory and a higher, arcing one.
As stated before the turntable is fixed to a stepper motor. A stepper motor gives a
large cost savings over using a continuous motor, which would need a transmission to
achieve the needed power, as well as an encoder to give closed-loop control. The power
to stepper motor is controlled by eight MOSFETs, arranged into two H-bridges.
The pressure to the cylinder is controlled by an electronic regulator. This
regulator reads an analog signal ranging from 0-10 volts, and regulates the output
pressure accordingly. This voltage range can be acquired by using pulse width
modulation to control a MOSFET. The regulator requires 15-24 volts.
A bar covered by hard rubber is used to arrest the motion of the arm, resulting in
the release of the ball. The point at which the arm contacts the hard stop changes the
trajectory the ball will take. Our device will allow the user to choose between two release
points. For low trajectory shots, the arm will contact the hard stop when it is
perpendicular to the ground. For a normal trajectory shot, a secondary hard stop, actuated
by a pneumatic cylinder, can be moved into position. This cylinder will controlled by a
solenoid valve. The valve requires 24 volts, which will be controlled by a MOSFET.
Similarly, the catapult will fire by actuating another solenoid valve that requires 24 volts.
This voltage will also be controlled by a MOSFET.
As with the athlete's controller, the catapult can send and receive wireless. The
catapult sends its safety status to and receives instructions from the athlete's controller, as
well as receives safety instructions from the assistant's board. The same 434MHz
transmitter and receiver pair present in the athlete's controller are used.
The control board has several features to assist with debugging. Six small buttons
are used to simulate input for the safety, aiming, power control and firing. An additional
button serves as a reset button. Five LEDs are also implemented to display any
information of concern during the debugging process.
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The microcontroller on the catapult's board controls 15 outputs, handles bidirectional wireless communication, and reads seven inputs. The Atmega1284p has
integrated hardware for packaging the wireless data and more than enough inputs and
outputs to meet the needs of the board. The catapult's electronics are powered by a 12
volt, 1.3 A-hr rechargeable battery. A 12 volt to 24 volt step up convertor is implemented
to power the motor and two solenoid valves.
6.3.3 Assistant Board Justification

The assistant has a separate wireless controller that can be used to regulate the
course of the match. There are two buttons on the assistant's controller. One allows the
athlete to go back on their previous selection. The other is a covered safety button that
must be held down for a few seconds before the catapult can operate.
This board can send out a wireless signal to the catapult to instruct it. These
instructions are sent using a 434 MHz transmitter. No receiver is needed on this
board.The microcontroller on this board packagse data to send over wireless and reads
two inputs. The ATmega48 has USART hardware that can be used to prepare data for
transfer, and is more appropriate in an application with minimal inputs than the
ATmega1284.This board is powered by a nine volt battery. This device needed to be
hand-held, so it esd important that the battery not be very large. It was also important that
it be easy to replace, which is why we chose to avoid button cell batteries.

6.4 Cost Analysis
The budget for this project is $1500 from a RAPD grant. However, the total for
our project came to .The main reason for exceeding the original amount given from the
RAPD grant was the two purchases that were crucial in making our device inclusive for a
wide range of athletes with disabilities. The first of these purchases was the user interface
equipment. This equipment includes the Universal Mounting lever kit, the Buddy Button, and
the GorillaPod Flexible Tripod. These items work together to allow the athlete controller and
display to be moved to a position that best accommodates each individual. For example, if
the athlete has limited range of motion in his or her arms, the universal mounting lever can be
adjusted so that the button is just to the side of the athlete’s wheelchair. Also, if a physical
disability that only allows an athlete to compress the button with the side of the head or chin,
the mount can easily bring the button to where the athlete prefers. The user interface
equipment makes the bocce launcher controls truly adaptive and optimizes inclusion.
Without them our project would not have been as successful at providing the Least
Restrictive Environment.
The second of these crucial purchases was the professional painting of the device.
With this purchase we were able to have the catapult and cart powder coated by Full
Spectrum Powder Coating, a company in San Luis Obispo. We felt as though a professional
paint job would mark a significant improvement in the aesthetics of our device in comparison
to the 2010-2011 Olympic Bocce Ballers senior project. One of the main concerns with that
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project was that the use of spray paint caused the device to stand out and draw more attention
than wanted. For that reason, we knew that having the large components of our device
professionally painted would eliminate that concern. We feel that the powder coating was
successful in making out device look less like a student project and more like a device that
belongs at the bocce courts. To provide the cost of all of the materials and equipment
purchased, the bill of materials is included in Appendix F – Bill of Materials.

6.7 Safety Considerations and Maintenance
The most important requirement of this project was that our final design be safe. Our
device is going to be used at the Colony Park community center in a situation where
volunteers and athletes will continuously move around the bocce launcher during the one and
a half hour period of the program. These volunteers and athletes can never be put in danger.
To prevent an accident from ever occurring, the bocce launcher has several safety features
and protocols which are described below.
6.7.1 Safety Button

Because the catapult has several swiftly moving parts and throws a 2 pound ball
up to 17 feet the NCASRP always has volunteer monitoring
the game to ensure that someone did not move too close to the
catapult before firing, that someone did not move into the way
of the shot, and that the shot will not fly outside of the court.
To enable this assistant to approve a shot for safety before it is
fired there a “safety button” is located on the assistant's
controller.
Figure 29 Assistant’s
During the game, after the athlete has lined up his
button (Sparkfun
shot, an assistant needs to press and hold a button on the
Electronics)
controller for a few seconds before the device will fire. For
added safety, this button will be covered so that the button
cannot be pressed accidentally. The button and cover we
implemented are featured below. The pushing surface of the
button is about 1/4” in diameter.
After the few seconds have passed a light will illuminate on the
Figure 30 Cover for
assistant's button
player's controller indicating that the catapult is ready. The
(Sparkfun Electronics)
athlete can then compress the Buddy Button one more time to
fire.
6.7.2 90 Degree Hard Stop

A second safety feature of the final design is the 90 degree hard stop. Members of
the Atascadero Robotics club advised us that the forces imposed on the end of the power
cylinder when the piston reaches its maximum length will wear down the cylinder and
will eventually inflict enough internal damage to cause failure. We installed the hard stop
at the point that the arm is 90 degrees from horizontal to prevent this damage from
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occurring. This ensures that the catapult arm will strike the hard stop and stop its
swinging motion before the piston reaches its maximum length.
6.7.3 Potential Failure Table

To help identify actions which could eliminate or reduce the chance of an
accident, we have created a table to analyze the potential failures of the final design.
First, we brainstormed all of the potential modes of failure. This list found in the table in
Appendix G – Potential Failure Table, shown in the first column, encompasses every
subsystem to ensure a thorough examination of the safety of our device. The second
column is for the effects of each failure. For this section, we looked at how the failure of
a certain component affects itself, other components on the device, and the people around
the device. Based on these effects, we gave each potential failure a severity ranking. The
lowest possible severity ranking was 1 and was given to failures that have no effect on
the device. The maximum ranking was 10 and was given to failures that could possibly
injure someone near the launcher.
The next column explains the precautions that will be taken to eliminate or reduce
a potential risk. Lastly, each one of these preventive methods was ranked from 1 to 10. If
the method was given a ten, the failure it aims to prevent is undetectable. If the method
was given a 1, that means that by following that method, the failure it corresponds to is
obvious and almost certain to be detected. One other important ranking was a 2, meaning
the defect would not necessarily be obvious, but can be detected easily through testing
and inspection. This table has helped to organize and prioritize potential risks and has
given more direction for the testing of the final design.
6.7.4 Preventative Maintenance

To address the potential safety issues due to part failure on the catapult we
suggest a complete safety check be completed once before the start of each day the
catapult is used:
 The frame needs to be visually inspected for wear. Specifically all welds need to be
checked for cracking and failure, as does the holes for the axles and hard stop.
 The hard stop needs to be visually inspected to ensure that it is not bending or
cracking due to the forces continually being put into it. The rubber of the hardstop
also needs to be inspected to see if it is cracking, becoming too worn down, or falling
off.
 The pneumatic tubes should be checked for cracks and leaks before the system is
brought up to full pressure, this can be done by listening for any hissing as the
pressure increases.
 The wiring should be visually inspected to make sure that all connections are still
solid and that no wires are becoming stripped.
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The cylinder should be checked that it can still move smoothly and safely through its
range of motion by moving the arm through its full range before any pressure has
been put into the pneumatic system.
The arm should be visually inspected for possible damage.
Someone should ensure that the catapult is firmly bolted to the cart.
The entire launcher should be inspected for possible rust.
The air tank needs to be checked how full it is. It may need to be taken out to be
refilled.
The batteries need to be checked for charge. If they are running too low then the
batteries may need to be taken out to be recharged or replaced.
If the pneumatic tubes are cracked or there is a leak they may need to be replaced.
Air may need to be put in the tires of the cart to enable smooth, easy movement to,
from, and around the court.

6.8 Product Realization
6.8.1 Manufacturing Process
The Manufacturing flow chart located in Appendix H – Manufacturing Flow
Chart is a visual representation of all of the steps to building the final bocce launcher.
Every step is sorted into one of the categories shown in the legend which include
selecting, ordering, assembly, machining and so on. As displayed in the flowchart, the
bocce launcher will began as five separate subsystems which are the cart, wooden
catapult prototype, steel catapult frame, pneumatic circuit, left/right aiming system, and
the embedded electronic systems. As each subsystem was completed they were
integrated into the final design.
To begin manufacturing of the steel frame, ⅛ inch thick steel rectangular tubing
was cut to size with a cut off saw for the front legs, back legs, and actuated hard stop
backing holes were drilled using a drill press for the front axle, back piston attachment
point, and 90 degree hard stop. Steel plating was bent to shape to form the mounting plate
for the hard stop cylinder. Lastly, the components were welded together.
Next, for the catapult arm, a slot for the piston was first removed of the center of
the ⅛ inch square steel tubing using a milling machine. Holes were drilled on a drill press
for the front axle, grip attachment, and to remove material to lighten the arm. Flat bar was
then cut to shape with a pneumatic cut off saw and welded to the arm.
Moving to the left and right aiming subassembly, the lazy-susan bearing was first
attached to the pre-cut plywood round and wood base with a combination of wood screws
and sheet metal screws. A ½ inch galvanized steel pipe flange was attached to the bottom
of the turntable. Similarly a 1 inch flange of the same material was attached to the top of
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the motor assembly. The larger diameter was used so that the pipe flange could fit over a
metal post in the center of the assembly.
Two connect the two flanges, a 8 inch long and ½ inch diameter steel pipe was
then screwed into the top flange and a 1 inch to ½ inch hex bushing that was previously
screwed into the bottom flange. The wood base was bolted to the top of the cart with ⅜
bolts and the pipe passes through a hole in the top of the cart. Finally, the motor assembly
was suspended from the ceiling of the cart using slotted flat bar.
The first step in constructing the cart was removing the top shelf from an AV
cabinet
Next, flat bar was used to make attachment points for the axles that extended
away from the cart so the wheels could fully turn. Once this was complete, the axles and
wheels were scrapped from the utility cart and welded to the AV cabinet
Majority of the elements in the pneumatic circuit were purchased, prefabricated
components. To form the circuit, these components were connected with tubing and
fittings. In order to keep this circuit organized within the cart, the components were zip
tied to a ¼ thick wooden board. This board was then inverted, and screwed into the
ceiling of the cart to keep the system in a neat package. Finally, the air reservoir and large
solenoid valve are secured to the back wall of the cart using steel plumbers tape.
Finally, for the actuated 45 degree hard stop, a full piece of all-thread was heated
with an oxy-acetylene torch and bent to 90 degree angle using a vice. A 6 inch piece was
cut from the all-thread to serve as the hard stop crossbar. To secure the crossbar to the
hard stop mounting, we manufactured a custom fitting by cutting down a 2 inch nut to
1.25 inches. Lastly, a hole was drilled into the steel plating of the hard stop mounting at
the point at which the hard stop crossbar would connect and be held in place with the
custom fitting.

6.8.2 Recommendations
Since there were many subsystems that needed to come together to form the entire
bocce ball launcher system, one of the difficulties in manufacturing was deciding the
order in which to incorporate each subsystem. The order we chose was to first connect
the turntable and catapult to the top of the cart. This was followed by mounting the
pneumatic circuit to the ceiling and back wall of the cart. Once that was in place, we
suspended the motor assembly from the cart ceiling which proved to be difficult. The
slotted flat bar that serves to hold the motor assembly in place needed to be screwed into
the ceiling of the cart which was already congested with the pneumatic circuit. Our
recommendation for future manufacturing to solve this problem would be to secure the
motor assembly prior to mounting the pneumatic circuit. This way, it is certain that
enough room can be allotted for the flat bar and the board to which the pneumatic circuit
was attached.
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7. Design Verification Plan (Testing)
With the design finalized, we performed testing to ensure that we meet all of the
specifications required of the launcher. We used a Design Verification Procedure and Report
(DVP&R) to outline and document the testing to verify our final design. A condensed version of
the DVP&R is shown in Table 3. It contains the list of engineering specifications that will be
validated, the corresponding test description, and the special equipment and locations required
for the tests. The entire Design Verification Plan and Report is located in Appendix I – DVP&R.
In addition to the information in Table 3, it also contains the supervisor, sample type, timing, and
results of each test conducted during our development.
Over the course of the project, some of the tests originally listed in the DVP&R had to be
changed or removed in order to follow safe testing protocol suggested by Cal Poly’s Mechanical
Engineering Department. This protocol states that students must complete all tests on campus
adjacent to either of the machine shops. We understood fully that this rule is in place to protect
our health and safety. Unfortunately, as an effect we were unable to do the testing for the
Reliable Short Range and Reliable Long Range because the bocce ball can only be accurately
tested for those specifications at the Colony Park Community Center bocce courts. We would
not have been able to measure if the bocce ball can roll to distances of 55 feet or 27.5 feet as
outlined in the DVP&R because the grass lawns outside of the Mustang 60 machine shops are
uneven and slow the ball much more quickly than the oyster shell surface. However, with the
maximum projectile distance we were achieving, we are fully confident that the device meets
those criteria. Additionally, the Ball Cleanliness Needs testing was altered to inspect for debris
collected from the lawn rather than the oyster shell surface.
Before testing, we measured and weighed the catapult to see if the size requirements were
met. The distance between the front tires to the back tires was 41 inches. The distance between
the front tires was 27 inches. The height of the entire system with the catapult mounted to the
top of the cart was 45.5 inches. These measurements fit well within the dimensional
requirements specified as 5 feet tall, 4 feet long, and 3 feet wide. To make the device easier to
transport, the catapult can be removed from the cart. This reduces the height of the cart and
wheels to 27.5 inches. Finally, the total weight was measured on a scale on Cal Poly’s campus
and found to be 109 pounds. Therefore, the device satisfies the weight requirement of being less
than 200 pounds.
Through our testing, we have proven that the bocce ball launcher meets the requirements
for average time between shots, continuous noise, noise spikes, ball cleanliness needs, projectile
distance, and precision. For the average time between shots, the total time to fire five shots was
recorded and then average. The total time was recorded at 5 minutes 49 seconds with an average
time between shots of 1 minute and 10 seconds. Next, the continuous noise reading fell below
56 dB which is the bottom range of the sound level reading we were using. The catapult only
affected the ambient noise level when the arm struck the hard stop. This leads to the Noise Spike
test, which showed that the maximum sound level at one instant standing three feet away from
the launcher was 70 dB. For the projectile distance test, the bocce ball successfully launched 10
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consecutive balls past the 15 foot marker. The maximum distance we achieved was 16 feet 6
inches at the highest power setting. For the precision, the range between the max and min
distance of a grouping of shots at the highest power setting with the 45 degree hard stop was
found to be 10 inches. Due to the high arc of the shot and max power setting this, was assumed
to be the most inconsistent situation the launcher would be placed in. Lastly, over the course of
all the testing the cleanliness of the ball was monitored. After every shot, the ball was inspected
and found to be free of large debris even though the lawn was noticeably damp. Nevertheless,
the ball should continue to be inspected for large debris to ensure that no debris is launched
along with the ball.
The catapult failed to meet the maximum projectile height requirement which was set at
3.5 feet. When firing a lob shot with the catapult at the highest power the projectile height
reached 7 feet. With the cart components selected, failing this requirement was unavoidable. If
the bocce launcher did not also need to serve as storage for mechanical components and other
features, the launcher could possibly be lowered so that the maximum height lowers as well.

7.1 Test Descriptions
We used a Design Verification Procedure and Report to outline and document the testing
to verify our final design. A condensed version of the DVP&R is displayed below. It
contains the list of engineering specifications that will be validated, the corresponding test
description, and the special equipment and locations required for the tests.
Table 3: Test Descriptions

Item
No

Specification
or Clause
Reference

1

Pneumatic
Circuit
Verification

2

Geometry
Testing

3

Prototype
Precision

Test Description
After the pneumatic circuit has been
incorporated into the full-scale
prototype, 10 shots will be attempted to
verify that the pneumatic circuit
functions properly.
5 connection points along the back legs
for the piston support were tested. 5
shots were taken for each configuration
at 100 psi with the 45 degree hard stop
in place. The connection point which
provided the longest average distance
was selected.
5 shots were taken at pressures ranging
from 30 to 120 psi with the 45 degree
hard stop. One person watched and
marked the impact spot of each shot
using golf tees. The difference
between the max and min distance at
each pressure was recorded and

Acceptance Equipment/Facility
Criteria
Required

Bocce ball
leaves cup

Atascadero
Robotics Club

Max Avg
Distance

Tape measure

Within 1.5
ft2

Tape measure
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compared to 1.5 ft.

4

Reliable
long range

5

Reliable
short range

6

Valve
Control Test

7

Court
visibility

8

Continuous
noise

9

Noise spikes

10

Total weight

11

Average
time
between
shots

12

Ball
cleanliness
needs

10 shots will be taken at both release
points to ensure that the bocce balls
can reach the long range limit of the
bocce court
10 shots will be taken at both release
points to ensure that the bocce balls
can come to rest at the short range limit
of the bocce court
Cycled for 2 hours
One person will throw the palina. 5
shots will be taken from the left side,
right side and back side of the device
towards the palina. The error in each
grouping of shots will be compared
Noise level was monitored for the time
period 199 seconds using a sound level
meter. The sound level was monitored
from a distance of 3 ft from the device.
Instantaneous noise level was recorded
using a sound level meter when the
arm hit 45 degree hard stop during
firing at the highest power. The sound
level was monitored from a distance of
3 ft from the device.
Final assembly was weighed on a scale
at Cal Poly
Five consecutive shots were taken with
the launcher. The total time was
recorded and averaged. The time will
include the user adjusting the aim and
power, and the assistant approving the
shot.
10 shots were fired with a damp bocce
ball. After each shot, the ball was
inspected to see if it has collected
debris. This test determined minimal
need for the ball to be inspected for
potentially harmful debris before being
loaded into the launcher

≥ 55 ft

Trip to Colony
Park

≥ 27.5 ft

Trip to Colony
Park

Go/No Go

≥ 95%

Trip to Colony
Park

≤40 dB

Sound level meter

≤90 dB

Sound level meter

≤200 lb

Scale in 13-124

≤ 2 min

Stop watch

Free of
large
debris
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13

Projectile
height

14

Projectile
distance

15

Final
Precision

5 shots were taken with the 45 degree
release point for the highest pressure.
The height of each shot was marked on
a vertically placed measuring tape.
10 shots were taken at the highest
pressure with the 45 degree release
point. Distance was measured from the
arm axle to the impact spot. This test
proved that the launcher can lob the
ball the maximum required distance
during a game
10 shots were taken at the highest
pressure with the 45 degree release
point. One person watched and
marked the impact spot of each shot
using golf tees. The difference
between the max and min was recorded
and compared to 1.5 ft.

≤3.5 ft

Measuring tape

≥ 15 ft

Requires camera,
measuring tape

Within 1.5
ft2

Tape measure

8. Conclusion
We expect our project to be completed two weeks before Senior Project Expo. The
Manufacturing Flow Chart, Google Calendar, and Gantt chart will manage the project timing and
will ensure that every subsystem of the final design is finished properly. We will make
adjustments to our plan to accommodate hurdles that have not foreseen. Keeping in contact with
Liz Allison and Ron Vasconcellos, as well as excellent group organization, will ensure our
project meets its deadlines.
In addition to being completed on time, we anticipate the project will be seen as a success
by all of its stakeholders. Finding new resources like the Atascadero Robotics Club and the
Central Coast Assistive Technology Center have helped to strengthen our effort to continue to
improve and refine our understanding of the project needs. Using information gathered from
these resources and our own analysis has helped us to justify that we have the plans for a final
product that meets the expectations of the sponsor, customer and our group.
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Appendices
Appendix A – QFD
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Appendix B – Explanation of Specifications
Height …………...

The maximum height of the largest part of the mechanism is
determined by the height of the shed doorway. We did not want to risk
it bumping the top of the doorway so we chose a number well below
the doorway height to most sheds.

Width ……………

The maximum width of the widest part of the assembled mechanism is
determined by the entrance to the bocce courts in Atascadero.

Length …………...

The maximum length of the longest part of the assembled mechanism is
determined by the length of the tossing area of the bocce courts. Should
we decide to launch from the back of the court this measurement is
applicable because it should not block the entire walkway.

Hypotenuse ……..

The hypotenuse of the base of the mechanism is important because the
mechanism needs to potentially rotate on the walkway.

Max Range ………

The machine should not be able to launch outside of the other end of
the court.

Minimum Range ...

The balls need to land at least at the half way point; this was measured
as the half-way point of the bocce courts in Atascadero.

Time ……………..

We feel that waiting longer than this is unacceptable and would ruin the
flow of play and delay the game longer than necessary.

Total Weight …….

This is based on the approximate weight of a typical non-powered
wheelchair user, if a person in a wheelchair will not mar the court at
this weight, neither will our device.

Cost ……………...

This is the maximum amount we are allowed from the RAPD grant.

Display …………..

After speaking with Ron we determined that 1 inch characters on a
hand-held display was acceptable.

Operating Height ... This is based on ADA specifications for the forward reach of a person
seated in a wheelchair (Department of Justice).
Max Weight of
Heaviest Assembly

This was determined because the bocce launcher may be transported
away from the bocce courts in Atascadero. We determined the
maximum weight based on the maximum weight of items you are
expected to be able to lift at a grocery store, like a 40 pound bag of dog
food.
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Quietness ………... We chose 35dB as the maximum noise level because that is classified
as the acceptable noise level in a class room due to communication
disturbance. http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/decibel-dba-levelsd_728.html
Force to tip …….

We figured that this is not a support device and that 20 lbs at the
maximum height of the device should be an acceptable level to not
topple the machine.

Inspection
We think it is acceptable that the device should be inspected for wear
Frequency ……….. and cracks once before play but the mechanism should not need to be
inspected during the course of play.
Cleaning
We think it is acceptable for the whole device to be wiped off after
Frequency ……….. game play but the balls should be cleaned off before being placed in the
mechanism for safety so that bits of oyster shell do not get launched.
Precision ………...

The balls, when launched at a higher angle, should fall consistency
within a 1.5 foot box.

Overall Safety
Factor ……………

Every part should be designed with at least a minimum safety factor of
3.

Observer Distance . The minimum observer or user distance should be about one arm’s
length. The user should not need to stay within distance to launch the
balls.
Ball Size …………

The maximum size of a bocce ball.

Arc Height ………

This is the maximum height the bocce ball can reach as it travels
through its arc from the players hand to the bocce court. This was
determined after speaking with Ron Vasconcellos.

Firing Angle Range This is the maximum angle that the ball will be launched with. We
determined this to be 45 degrees because that is the optimum angle for
a thrown object to travel the most distance.
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Appendix C – Time Table
Table 4: Time Table
Milestone
Project Requirement
Proposal
Conceptual Model Due
Conceptual Design
Review
Finalize Design
Analysis, Drawing, BOM
Review
Fabricate and Test
Design Report Due
Status Meeting
Manufacturing Test and
Review
Project Update Memo
Hardware Demo
Senior Project Design
Expo
Final Reports Due

Oct2012

Nov2012

Dec2012

Jan2013

Feb2013

Mar2013

Apr2013

May2013

Jun2013

10/23
11/05
1/15
2/03
03/14
04/22
04/22
04/08
04/29
05/30
06/10
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Appendix D – Morphological Matrix
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Appendix E – Calculations
Valve Analysis

This Appendix contains the results of the analysis used to select the valve, the EES code
used to get those results, and a hand validation of that EES code.
The analysis was based on determining the required release velocity of the ball to achieve
a given range, factoring in the initial height from the cart and the catapult’s arm. The arm was
assumed to experience constant angular acceleration in order to achieve a rotational speed that
would give the release velocity. This was used to determine the time the arm would spend during
its motion. The change in piston length was determined using simple geometry based on scaledup geometry from the marble launching catapult.
The expansion rate of the cylinder was calculated from the travel time of the arm and the
change in length the cylinder undergoes in that period. A chart from online retailer Pneuaire
relates the expansion rate of a cylinder with a known bore size to required flow rate, at 80 psi.
Our flow rates were determined assuming a 2” bore cylinder, which generates about 250 pounds
of force at this pressure. This is above the maximum force needed as determined from the scale
model.
An explanation accompanying the chart also said that a 25% design factor should be used
to ensure that the valve will have sufficient flow.
Table 5: Valve Analysis Results

units

ft

deg

deg

in/s

-

Adding 25%
Design
Factor
-

Initially Flat,
Arcing Shot

17

0

45

41.98

1.113227513

1.391534392

Initially Flat,
Low Shot

17

0

90

72.91

1.931481481

2.414351852

Initially
Lower,
Arcing Shot

17

-25

45

35.52

0.942021277

1.177526596

Initially
Lower, Low
Shot

17

-25

90

65.01

1.722486772

2.153108466

Hand
Validation

15

0

90

64.33

1.704497354

2.130621693

Test Case

Initial
Final
Expansion
Range
Position Position
Rate

C_v for a 2"
Bore

The test cases analyzed are featured above. Two parameters were changed for the test
cases: the initial and final position of the arm. The marble launcher began its motion at about 25
degrees below horizontal. Given that this is significantly increases the range of motion, and that
we needed to allow ourselves to vary design as much as possible when the full-scale prototype
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was constructed, we decided to study how changing this to a horizontal initial position would
affect required flow rate.
The catapult will need to have two release points to give trajectory variety. To achieve a
typical arcing throw, the ball will be released when the arm is at a 45 degree angle. To achieve a
fast, rolling trajectory, a 90 degree release point is used instead.
In order to meet our specifications, the arm must be able to propel the ball at least 17 feet
before it contacts with the ground.
From the analysis, the initially flat cases both required higher flow rates. Since only one
trajectory needs to achieve 17 feet, the highest required flow rate is 1.39.

Figure 31 Chart for valve calculation. (Pneuaire).

EES Code

EES CODE:
"Geometry Inputs"
axleheight = (34/12) "Height of axle, including the cart, in inches"
"Support location given with the axle at origin, the x axis going horizontally forwards, and the y
axis vertical"
x_supportattach = (4.2/12) "in feet"
y_supportattach = (5.2/12) "in feet"
"Arm geometry given with the axle at origin, the x axis going down the length of the arm, and
the y axis perpendicular up out of the arm"
"Cup which the ball will be placed in"
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x_cup = (16/12) "Distance to cup from the axle along the arm in feet"
y_cup = 0 "Distance the cup is above the arm in feet"
x_armattach = (13.4/12) "Distance to the piston attachment point along from the axle along the
arm in feet"
y_armattach = 0 "Distance the attachment point is above the arm in feet"
"Initial and final position of the arm"
theta_i = 0 "Initial angle of the arm in degrees"
theta_f = 90 "Final angle of the arm in degrees"
"End Geometry Inputs"
"Projectile Motion Calculations"
impactdistance = 15 "Needed impact distance in feet"
gravity = 32.2 "Acceleration from gravity in feet per second^2"
v_release = omega_final*(2*pi/360)*x_cup "Velocity at which the ball is released in feet per
second"
-(x_cup*sin(theta_f)+axleheight) = v_release*t_proj*sin(90-theta_f) - (1/2)*gravity*t_proj^2
"Release height = Amount of travel in vertical direction as a projectile"
impactdistance = v_release*t_proj*cos(90-theta_f) - x_cup*cos(theta_f) "Horizontal distance
covered = Time spent as a projectile * horizontal component of velocity"
"Arm Travel Time - Constant Acceleration Assumption"
alpha*traveltime = omega_final "Rotational acceleration * travel time of the arm = Final
rotational velocity"
theta_f - theta_i = (1/2)*alpha*traveltime^2 "Change in angular position = rotational travel due
to acceleration"
"Cylinder Geometry Calculations"
L_cylinder_i = sqrt((x_armattach*cos(theta_i) - y_armattach*sin(theta_i) + x_supportattach)^2 +
(x_armattach*sin(theta_i) + y_armattach*cos(theta_i) - y_supportattach)^2) "Initial length from
geometry"
L_cylinder_f = sqrt((x_armattach*cos(theta_f) - y_armattach*sin(theta_f) + x_supportattach)^2
+ (x_armattach*sin(theta_f) + y_armattach*cos(theta_f) - y_supportattach)^2) "Final length from
geometry"
Delta_cylinder_f =L_cylinder_i - L_cylinder_f "Change in cylinder length"
initial_length = 12*L_cylinder_i "Initial legnth in inches"
final_length = 12*L_cylinder_f "Final length in inches"
stroke = 12*(L_cylinder_i-L_cylinder_f) "Change in length in inches"
"Expansion Rate"
ips = Delta_cylinder_f*12/traveltime "Expansion rate in inches per second"
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Appendix F – Bill of Materials
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Appendix G – Potential Failure Table
Table 6: Potential Failure Table

Potential
Failure
Cart tips
from
catapult
force

Faulty
valve

Electrical
short

Effect
This could put
anyone around the
catapult in danger
and could damage
the court.
The catapult could
misfire
unexpectedly
putting anyone
loading/firing the
device or on the
court in danger.
The valve could
release air into the
cylinder causing the
catapult to dry fire.

Failure of The catapult could
bolt
fall off of the cart
connecting during a launch or
launcher
during
frame to transportation to the
cart
court.
Motor
failure

The catapult aim
could not be
adjusted left or right
via the controller

Severity
Rating

Prevention/Detection
Method

Detection
Rating

10

The weight distribution of the
final design will be calibrated
during testing

1

10

The wiring between the valve
and controller will be made
secure during fabrication, and
the final design will have
appropriate safety labels

2

8

The electrical system will be
tested after the final design is
fabricated, and an inspection
will be recommended before
each program meeting.

2

8

The forces going into the hard
stop and back axle have been
analyzed. Bolt fatigue will be
tested after fabricating the
final design, and a inspection
will be recommended before
each program meeting

1

7

The defect would be obvious
through use of the device, and
can be tested before each
program meeting

1
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Appendix H – Manufacturing Flow Chart
Legend

Row 1 Column 1
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Row 1 Column 2
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Row 2 Column 1
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Row 2 Column 2
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Appendix I – DVP&R
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Appendix J – Gantt chart
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68
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Appendix K – Solid Works Drawings
100

200

300

Frame and Hard Stop Assembly
101
Front Leg
Drawing
102
Back Leg
Drawing
103
Long Support
Drawing
104
Short Support
Drawing
105
Spacer
Drawing
106
Hard Stop Mount
Drawing
107
Hard Stop Backing
Drawing
108
Hard Stop Face
Drawing
109
Axle
Drawing
110
Fixed Hard Stop
Drawing
111
Hard Stop Pivot
Spec
112
Hard Stop Rod
113
Hard Stop Cylinder
114
Weld Drawing
Drawing
Arm Assembly
201
Arm Base
Drawing
202
Offset Triangle Front Drawing
203
Offset Triangle Back Drawing
204
Piston Attachment
Drawing
205
Cup
Spec
206
Weld Drawing
Drawing
Turning Assembly
301
Base
Drawing
302
Driven Disc
Drawing
303
Driven Gear
Drawing
304
Motor Bracket
Drawing
305
Stepper Motor
Spec
306
Spur Gear
307
Bearing
308
Flange
309
Connecting Rod
-

Page
71
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Appendix L – Mechatronics Schematics
User Board
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Catapult Board

95

Assistant Board
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Appendix M – Specification Sheets
LUXOR A/V Cart
LUXOR Duraweld Audio-Visual Carts with Locking Cabinet- Letter B
Product Dimensions: 18 x 24 x 42 inches ; 55 pounds
Shipping Weight: 62 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)
ASIN: B002C5QBA4
Item model number: AVJ42C
Steel Utility Cart
Tricam FR110-2 Farm & Ranch 400-Pound Capacity Steel Utility Cart, Green
Product Dimensions: 37.2 x 7.8 x 19.6 inches ; 44.2 pounds
Shipping Weight: 46 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)
ASIN: B003OANHEY
Item model number: FR110-2
Cup
Advanced Drainage Systems 4 in. Solid Snap End Cap
Model number: 0432AA
Store SKU number: 147958

Listed In Order Below
Hard Stop Cylinder
Hard Stop Pressure Valve
Air Reservoir
Power Cylinder and Brackets
Power Display Bar Graph
Power Valve
Stepper Motor
Trajectory LED
Armed LED
Microcontroller - Assistant
Microcontroller – Catapult and User
MOSFET IRFR3707
Wireless Receiver
Wireless Transmitter
Assistant Switch
Switch Cover
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